
 

 

April 29, 2019 
Connections 
 
“Mitakuye Oyasin” , “All My Relations”… We say that in prayers, in ceremony. It reminds us that 
we are connected not just to those we know, not just to our families, but to every living thing, 
and everything is alive.  
 
It comes from a time before Contact. A time when there was balance and respect for the 
resources that provided life and a living.  
 
It’s almost forgotten now. Watch daily just the battle to survive, and the competition is with 
greed that takes more than it could ever use, destroys what it doesn’t want, and discards, 
wastes, more than it ever uses.  
 
Gold mining companies in remote parts of the world, ravage the rivers, the lands and enslaves 
the Native People to gouge it out of the earth so it can go into the profits of CEO’s who never 
get their hands dirty, directly, but who hire people to do the dirty work for them.   
 
Resources are all up for grabs, and the greedy are grabbing as fast as they can. The waters are 
being polluted by manufacturing plants, chemicals, coal slurry, and every kind of oil spill. There 
is no accountability. The waters we depend on for life, are being treated like sewers so the 
greedy can become even more rich, and buy even more politicians, who will make laws that 
benefit them while hurting the rest of us.  
 
You watch the Water Protectors battle police by standing on the grounds that are theirs by 
rights, by treaties and by law.  Native men and women stand against tear gas, pepper spray, 
projectiles, water cannons, to stop a pipeline that benefits only a handful of oil barons, and 
which has already leaked everywhere it has been installed, and those leaks have never been 
cleaned up.  
 
Even as the courts rule on the side of Indians, the bulldozers rip across the lands, even digging 
up burial grounds, and it’s not by accident. It is to enrage and demoralize those fighting to save 
their lands, and the waters that they, and frankly, everyone in the region, depends on for life 
itself.    
 
You know who should be alongside them, defending their lands and taking up their cause? All 
of us. Farmers who will lose their farms when the waters are fouled … 
 
“I get my water from the aquifer! It matters not to me!”  
 
Actually, more than you know, it does. What do you think feeds the aquifers? And when that 
pipeline bursts and that oil soaks into the lands, as it is doing in so many places already, it seeps 
into those aquifers…  
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“Oh.” 
 
And that’s not just the agriculture, it’s the towns, cities, everyone will be affected… but it’s 
Indians on the line, doing the battle, and no one reporting on it except as a side story, locally, 
occasionally, and not the very fight for life that it should be portrayed as to all of us.  
 
It’s how media (97% owned by 6 Corporations) puts us to sleep while firehosing us with junk 
chatter panels  
 
I remember when news was delivered by journalists. Now they have “newsreaders”. No one 
checks for veracity, facts, and they don’t even remember what they read. They fill their time 
slots with chit chat among themselves, more time on sports and the stock market (How many 
of you are invested in the stock market?) And almost nothing on the underfunded schools that 
are falling apart, underpaid teachers that are working 2 or more jobs to make ends meet, while 
buying supplies for their students out of their own pockets…  
 
And let us not forget the panel discussions. Those are great. No one is an expert, but they have 
strong opinions and they rile each other up until you feel like you are watching a cage match 
and don’t know who or what to believe. Celebrities in place of experts. Pundits in place of 
experts. Chatter. Chit chat.  
 
While the resources are being raided, environment destroyed, and nobody goes to jail when 
your kids get cancer from the chemicals.  Look at Flint Michigan. Lead in the water. Children are 
poisoned for life by lead… Adults sickened by lead. And they never told anyone what they did, 
they just saved $30 a day by switching over to an unsafe water supply.  Legionnairs Disease 
sickened and killed people, and those who didn’t die in the first 30 days are still dying from the 
effects…  
 
Killing people should be considered a crime. Poisoning Children and adults, should be 
considered a crime. But no one is going to jail. There are ‘fines’ but no one is in prison. The 
taxpayers they poisoned are the ones who had to pay for their legal defense as well as the legal 
prosecution, and they have to use bottled water, that is not always available, to drink, cook, 
wash dishes, bathe… they can’t even water a vegetable garden with the water. It’s going on 5 
years that we’ve known about this.  
 
By the way, Notre Dame Cathedral had a fire. Within 24 hours there was over a BILLION 
DOLLARS raised to rebuild it. (Because the Catholic Church is so poor?). Those same Billionaires 
taking a bow for their noble donations, could have given the people of Flint, clean water.  
 
Our priorities are a mess, people.  
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There are hundreds of cities throughout the country, with the same or worse levels of lead in 
their drinking water.  But for some reason, that’s not news.  
 
And what the Water Protectors are trying to save us all from, is even worse–– but the 
enforcement is on the side of the pipeline company.   
 
By the way. When the Pipeline is finished and running, that oil goes directly to export. That 
makes the Oil Barons rich. There will be 35 permanent jobs on that pipeline.  Millions of people 
will suffer, the environment will be damaged beyond repair in our lifetime, or our children’s 
lifetime… or their children’s.   
 
We are ALL Related. What happens to those in one place, happens to everyone everyplace 
eventually. The time to pay attention is when it is in that small beginning place, where it can be 
stopped.  
 
If media was not all consolidated into the hands of six corporations (most if not all, pay no 
taxes, get government grants, etc) we’d know more what we were fighting for, a long time ago.  
 
We do know for a fact that if an empty church representing opulence burns down, billionaires 
will rush in to rebuild it.  
 
We know that if Black Churches or if Mosques in our neighborhoods are firebombed, those 
billionaires don’t even smell the smoke.  Local communities come together to donate and 
rebuild.  It takes longer. The people sacrifice more, but it is the communities that rebuild.  
 
Now you know who cares about you, and who only cares about opulence.  
 
Back To The Beginning 
 
When I woke this blog up from it’s 2-1/2 years sleep, at the beginning of this month, the theme 
was we are all related on a physical, spiritual, ethereal level and that connection is a powerful 
one if we recognize it.  
 
It’s a connection taught and handed down thru millennia in Native Culture. It’s second nature 
to Native People. It’s just understood. Like breathing. Western Civilization needs to be taught, 
reminded, over and over again, that we are all Related.  
 
A Haida Woman, whom I admire greatly, writes frequently on her FaceBook page, about the 
Forests and the trees, and their connection to the land, the rivers, oceans, animals and people, 
and how the logging companies are coming in and clear cutting, even illegally in many cases, 
destroying the irreplaceable environmental web-work that supports all life on the islands where 
she lives.   
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I asked for and received permission to post in this blog, a short piece she wrote on her page.  
 
She’s a Haida Woman. Her family are carvers, weavers, painters, dancers, fishermen, teachers, 
leaders (her father was the Chief of his clan).  
 
Without further adieu, here is her posting: 
 

It’s a funny thing. I learned that scientifically they can measure ocean nitrogen in ancient 
trees. This is because the salmon swim up the river and the bears or eagles hunt the 
salmon and bring the carcasses into the forest.  
 
At least this used to be the case in a healthy forest. Our ancestors lived and died here for 
thousands of years. Now wouldn’t you say that our ancestors DNA could be a part of 
those ancient trees? Is that the amazing connection we feel while carving a tree or 
weaving its bark or roots? It’s all connected as they say. What we do to the earth, we do 
to ourselves. We cannot have ‘reserves’ of healthy forest when the adjacent area is 
devastated. The respect must be shown across the land! My thoughts. 
 
Lisa White 
Old Massett, Haida Gwaii 
 
(You can see Lisa’s store, here.) 
 

It’s simple, straightforward. “What we do to the Earth we do to ourselves”.   
We have to keep our eyes open. We have to look around. We have to see what’s really 
happening, and we have to understand the battles we see around us. They are all about us. This 
isn’t happening to some distant planet, it’s happening all around us.  
 
So, while your news is giving you chitty chat chit, and cage match punditry, demand more and 
better information. Educate yourself. Learn to think critically. Stop clapping & cheering for liars 
and idiots.  
 
And yes, Billionaires can pay their fair share and still have more money than God. It won’t kill 
them. But us paying their share? Us paying to clean up their messes? Us getting sickened by 
their greedy tactics? That is killing us.  
 
You know where to find me.  
~Cat 


